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For many of us, it’s a time of great uncertainty, possibly fear, as we, our country, faces an uncertain 

future. Debate appears to go round in circles, no resolution is ever reached. Yes, Brexit. 

For those of us who are trans, or who care for someone who is trans, the past few months have seen 

an added terror. The debate around possible reform of the Gender Recognition Act has enabled 

people to reopen the debate around whether trans women are real women, and who decides if 

someone is trans. 

“Why won’t you debate?” I got asked by Justin Webb on the Today programme a couple of weeks ago. 

The answer my sleep-addled brain should have given was why should I debate with people who not 

only want to take away my few existing rights, but speak for organisations which have, for example, 

hoped that all trans women die horribly from cancer, or gone up to some of the most economically 

deprived areas of Manchester and roused passions against trans women by implying we are risks to 

people’s wives and daughters? 

The debates these people want to have again and again and again are nothing new. They’ve been 

rehashed in various forms for decades now. I think in order to make sense of where we are now, we 

need to understand where we’ve come from and how we’ve got here. I’m reminded of Edmund 

Burke’s statement – “Those who do not know history are doomed to repeat it”. I’m also reminded of 

the corollary – “Those who do know history are doomed to watch it repeated by those who don’t 

know history”. 

There have always been those who have lived as the “other” gender. While we need to be mindful 

that terms like transsexual and transgender were only really coined in the last century, so we have to 

be careful about attributing those labels, feelings and motivations to people from earlier ages, there 

is no doubt that people like the Roman Emperor Elagabalus and the 16th century French King Henri III 

both expressed themselves as women. A book has recently been published about Victorian surgeon 

James Barry, who had a successful medical career before being found to have female anatomy or 

possibly be intersex after he’d died. The 2015 Oscar-winning film, The Danish Girl, saw Eddie 

Redmayne play the part of 1930s trans women Lile Elbe as she went through and – spoilers – ultimately 

died from gender reassignment surgery. 

In the 1960s a trans man, Ewan Forbes-Sempill, inherited his brother’s 

title and estate. His transition was quietly noted in the Aberdeen Press 

and Journal in 1952, and went without notice until his cousin challenged 

Ewan’s inheritance. The case was held secretly, and was finally decided 

in 1968 by the then Home Secretary, James Callaghan, who confirmed 

the court’s decision that Ewan was the rightful heir. 

At that time trans people would have quiet words with the Registrar’s 

Office, who would discretely reissue birth certificates. In 1963 April 

Ashley1 married the Guinness Heir Arthur Corbett. After the marriage 

broke down a few years later, Corbett’s lawyers decided they could construct a case which would 

avoid him having to pay a substantial divorce settlement – namely that Ashley was male as that was 

how she was registered at birth, therefore the marriage should be annulled rather than simply 

dissolved. 

                                                           
1  A later discussion indicated that Ashley hadn’t taken the discrete route of amending her birth certificate, 

which meant that the declaration that she and Corbett had both made was legally fraudulent. It was 
suggested that the easier case to take was that the marriage could be annulled because of this fraud. 
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Ashley was a socialite, so the case attracted a level of press attention, unlike the earlier Forbes-Sempill 

case. Indeed, Ashley’s lawyers didn’t know about the earlier precedent2. But they were able to call on 

evidence from a number of medics and scientists who advanced the case that Ashley was female. 

However the presiding judge, Lord Justice Ormrod, took the view that the sex registered on your birth 

certificate was the sex you were thereafter, irrespective of whatever medical procedures you went 

through. 

Exhausted by the proceedings, Ashley fled to France and resisted the calls to appeal the judgement. 

And so a public precedent was set. 

Even though this judgement was specifically to do with marriage law, Government quickly decided to 

make other aspects of the law comply, so trans women suddenly lost pensions, had to declare 

themselves male to ensure that their insurances remained valid, and found their marriages under 

threat. 

Government then passed the Matrimonial Causes Act of 1973, which specifically stated that marriage 

could only be between one man and one woman., reinforcing Lord Hyde’s judgement of 1866 which 

set this into common law. Paradoxically, in an age which had only just decriminalised homosexuality 

but still largely frowned on gay relationships, this meant that the only legal marriages which trans 

women could now contract could only be with either trans men or cis women, the latter giving the 

appearance of a same-sex marriage when such a union was forbidden. 

Seeing this rapid retreat of rights must have been absolutely terrifying, especially in a world which less 

forgiving of difference than today’s is. It meant that privacy became absolutely paramount for trans 

people, and being trans was effectively driven underground. 

During the 1980s and 1990s, some ground was regained through the courts in terms of discrimination 

and employment rights. Trans people who wanted to marry took cases to the European Court of 

Human Rights. These were lost, but by decreasing margins – a message that the UK government should 

rethink its position. Europe was not at one on this issue, and the European Court did see marriage as 

something which should be under the state’s purview. 

Having talked about the 1970 April Ashley case, known as Corbett vs Corbett, you may like to know 

that a French trans woman won a similar case a month later in Paris. Relying on virtually the same 

arguments, the French court ruled that a trans woman was a woman for all legal purposes, and was 

allowed to marry her male lover. It looks as though Ashley could well have won an appeal. 

In 2002, the European Court of Human Rights finally lost patience with the UK government, and ruled 

that a trans woman, Christine Goodwin, had the right to be able to form a legal marriage with a man. 

Many trans women had contracted their marriages overseas, but this meant that the UK government 

had to act to allow trans people to marry in the UK. 

                                                           
2  Another subsequent discussion indicated that Ashley’s lawyers were told about the Forbes-Sempill 

judgement during the case (it is said by Lord Justice Ormrod himself) but were sworn to secrecy about it, 
because of the Forbes-Sempill family’s links to the Crown, and therefore could not reference it as precedent 
in court. 
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Quiet discussions had already begun with parliamentarians, and some not-so-quiet ones too. The then 

Liberal MP Alex Carlile, now the cross-bencher Lord Carlile of Berriew, laid the first Gender Recognition 

Bill before the House of Commons in 1998. As a lawyer he had previously acted for some trans people. 

The Parliamentary Forum, of which I am currently the secretary, had been set up a few years earlier 

primarily to discuss ways in which gender recognition could be achieved for marriage purposes. But it 

was the Goodwin ruling that meant that the UK government was forced into action. 

In 2004, the Gender Recognition Act was passed. It set out the process that trans people had to follow, 

and the conditions they had to meet, in order to have their gender reassigned for legal purposes. It 

created a Gender Recognition Panel to act as a tribunal, to whom trans people would submit 

applications together with evidence of “living in role” for a minimum of 2 years, as well as evidence of 

any medical procedures and treatment they had received in order to affirm their gender. If gender 

recognition was granted, then the applicant was to be treated as their “acquired gender” for all 

purposes, and the applicant could apply for a birth certificate to be reissued with their new name and 

sex marker. The original certificate and entry in the index remained unchanged. This meant that trans 

people could demonstrate that they were the gender they claimed to be when contracting marriages 

or supplying evidence for particular types of jobs. Churches retained the ability to refuse to marry 

someone who was trans. 

It was recognised that genital reconstruction surgery for trans men was far riskier, far more invasive 

and often led to other problems, meaning that many trans men decided not to undertake it. As a 

surgeon once said, it is far easier to take something away than make something. It meant that genital 

surgery was not made mandatory in order to gain gender recognition. To do so would have been a 

significant deterrent for trans men, and to do so for trans women only would have been 

discriminatory. 

It’s worth clarifying here that the Gender Recognition Act is a legal process, not a medical one, 

although the legal process does require some medical diagnosis. The medical pathway is a separate 

and, quite possibly, more contentious issue. 

In the age before same-sex marriage, or even state-sanctioned civil partnerships, trans people would 

have to end any existing marriages before gaining gender recognition, no matter how supportive the 

spouse or long-term the marriage. If divorce wasn’t forthcoming, an interim gender recognition 

certificate was issued which allowed either party to sue for annulment of the marriage. 

According to Christine Burns, who was a member of the Parliamentary Forum at the time and worked 

closely with the Government on the legislation, the intention was that the Gender Recognition Panel 

would operate with a light touch. It was assumed that applications would be granted with minimal 

fuss. However the first chair of the Panel appeared to take a different view. 

This meant that the Panel started to seriously question the evidence presented to them, evidence that 

was often both financially and emotionally costly to provide. And, if the evidence was rejected, you 

simply had to start again – there is no right to appeal. 

I’ve heard some first-hand stories from those whose applications were rejected first time round, most 

of the time with requests for further evidence. Penectomy is the removal of the penis, and 

vaginoplasty is the creation of a vagina. It is impossible for a vaginoplasty to occur without a 

penectomy. Yet an application whose medical evidence, supplied by the surgeon, stated simply that a 

vaginoplasty had been performed was rejected on the grounds that it didn’t specify that a penectomy 

had also occurred. 
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Similarly a trans woman who was the parent of a 3 year old child, had her application queried because 

the Panel was not convinced that her intent to live as female was permanent, based, they said, on the 

relatively recent fathering of a child. Nowhere in the Gender Recognition Act does it specify how old 

any children have to be. Indeed, trans men giving birth is not unknown, as the regular flow of “first 

trans man to give birth” stories in the press over the past decade show. Being trans does not prevent 

you from becoming a parent, nor remove any desire to be a parent. 

Another trans person provided evidence that they had changed gender role a number of years earlier, 

and supplied all the documentary evidence from that time. Despite the evidence being in the same 

name and at the same address that the applicant currently had, the Panel requested further evidence 

from the two years prior to the application, as if the applicant had de-transitioned then re-

transitioned. 

The Panel, rather than enablers, had become an obstacle. Trans people quickly understood that 

assembling the requested paperwork was onerous and costly, and the process often caused 

considerable stress as you handed over authority over your identity and future to a faceless panel 

which you would never meet. It didn’t matter how well you actually integrated into society – it was all 

down to the quality of paperwork that you submitted. 

Also, the presence of the new process and certificate started to cause some confusion in public bodies. 

The sole purpose of the gender recognition certificate is to allow someone’s birth certificate to be re-

issued with amended details. Asking for a gender recognition certificate, as some organisations started 

to do, is illegal, primarily again under the Equality Act, because the questions that then arise include 

what do you intend to do with the data that some is or is not trans, and would you ask the same 

question of everyone? 

The Gender Recognition Act also introduced a further “enhancement” to the Matrimonial Causes Act 

– that same act which prevented same sex marriage. A section was added which enabled a spouse of 

a trans person to annul the marriage within the first two years if they could show that their trans 

partner had not declared they had a gender recognition certificate before the marriage was 

contracted. A kind of “darling, will you marry me and, by the way, I’m trans” statement presumably 

required, preferably on film or in front of witnesses. Although, note, this only applies to those trans 

people who have gender recognition certificates. If someone “unknowingly” marries a trans person 

who doesn’t have a gender recognition certificate, then they have to rely on a claim under another 

section – basically that they didn’t give fully informed consent. 

Moving on to other legislation, the Equality Act of 2010 drew together the various strands of existing 

equalities legislation like the Sex Discrimination and Race Discrimination Acts, and described nine 

protected characteristics on roughly equal basis. It made it clear that someone could be the victim of 

discrimination if they were perceived to have one of those protected characteristics, even if they 

didn’t actually possess the characteristic. This means that a trans woman can claim discrimination if 

she is treated unfairly because she is perceived as a woman, is a woman or is trans. 

It is the Equality Act which ensures that trans people have access to single-sex spaces – and that Act 

which gives the basis for determining if an exemption is permissible. Basically any exemption has to 

be a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim, and a blanket ban on, say, trans women 

accessing a service would be no more lawful than a blanket ban on black women or Christian women 

from accessing the same service. Examples where an exemption may be argued were incorporated 

within the Act’s explanatory notes – not as some hard-and-fast ruling but an outline of things to be 

considered. 
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Public decency laws and laws of affray govern behaviour in public spaces. Those 

few trans women who do access women’s changing rooms, or the larger number 

who use women’s toilets – it’s always about toilets, isn’t it – do so almost 

universally with respect and without incident. It’s never lost on me that walking 

into women’s loos, you occasionally see signs saying that they may be cleaned by 

male attendants. I’ve yet to see any campaign for women’s loos to be cleaned 

only by female attendants, and suspect that any such policy would quickly be 

ruled illegal under the Equality Act. It shows that the current campaigns are purely 

to try to force trans women out of public life. 

There has been some debate this last week over trans women in sports. The Equality Act does make 

a specific exemption here, expecting sports bodies to take appropriate action. There are studies which 

show that any muscular advantage that trans women may have disappears almost entirely after some 

time on estrogen. Martina Navratilova won 19 Wimbledon titles, yet she has made some headlines 

claiming that trans women have an unfair advantage. We can all remember the last trans woman to 

win Wimbledon. It was, of course, …. Ah, yes. Well, the first trans woman to qualify for the Wimbledon 

fortnight was, …. 

There was a professional tennis player who transitioned in the 1970s, Renee Richards, and she had a 

high profile match against Billie Jean King, which Richards lost. Richards also had three matches with 

Martina, and lost each one. She did, in fact, enter the US Open, but never got further than the third 

round in singles, although she did reach the final in the women’s doubles where she lost to Betty Stove 

and … Martina. 

We need to recognise that very few trans people participate in sport because they fear all the trouble 

and controversy that so often arises. Those trans women who participate without genital 

reconstruction surgery is remarkably few, perhaps for obvious reasons. And isn’t sport supposed to all 

be about natural advantage anyway? Are we really going to say to Usain Bolt, sorry mate, your legs 

are too long, you can only compete if we shorten them – or to Serena Williams calling for some kind 

of muscle reduction procedure or that she shouldn’t train for so long? Maybe Ronnie O’Sullivan should 

be forced to wear glasses. 

Moving on. The Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act of 2013 – to give it it’s full name – removed some 

anomalies for trans people will adding some others. The requirement to divorce or end a civil 

partnership when gaining gender recognition was removed. In its place, a new requirement that the 

spouse of the applicant needed to provide a statutory declaration that they were happy with gender 

recognition being granted and the new resulting state of the marriage. Despite what it’s commonly 

known as, the Act did not create equal marriage. Instead it created a new category of marriage – same-

sex marriage – which had some small but important differences to the existing opposite-sex marriage, 

including pension rights of surviving spouses, and restrictions on where same-sex marriages can be 

contracted. 

The creation of the spousal veto was done despite the lack of evidence that these spouses actually 

wanted the veto in the first place. The call was for spouses to be informed, not ask them for consent. 

My own lovely wife met with the Government Ministers in charge of the Bill as it was going through 

Parliament, and told them that “Helen’s gender recognition is a matter between her and the state. It 

shouldn’t need my permission.” Her view was that the divorce courts were quite adequate if she didn’t 

consent as, if I went ahead without talking to her, then the marriage was clearly dysfunctional. 
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Baroness Gould said similar things in one of the House of Lords debates – “No other area in law – this 

is a change to the structure of law – requires spousal consent to any change within a marriage. There 

is no need for spousal consent to end a marriage, move abroad, financially destabilise the family, apply 

for distant jobs, or for medical treatment. Formal spousal consent that can veto a partner’s gender 

recognition is a new concept in law.” 

The Ministers’ response to both my wife and Baroness Gould was simply that Government was not 

minded to change. The then Lib Dem MP for Cambridge, Julian Huppert, picked up that the language 

used by the Minister to defend the Government’s position implied that people needed to be protected 

from trans people. 

Another change introduced by the same sex marriage act was the fast-track procedure. A sunsetted 

clause in the original Gender Recognition Act allows those who had transitioned more than six years 

earlier to provide medical evidence from only one recognised medic, rather than the standard two 

medical reports. The facility automatically expired in 2007, after two years of operation. The new 

Same Sex Marriage Act reintroduced it, but only for those trans people who were married at the point 

of applying for gender recognition. They didn’t have to be married throughout the six year period. 

Moreover, if they had been married 6 years ago, but were married no longer, either through death or 

divorce, tough – they had to go through the standard procedure. I don’t know about you, but this 

seems like clunky thinking. But the Act was passed, and in many ways was a big step forward, and one 

which addressed some of the issues raised for married trans people when the Gender Recognition Act 

was going through Parliament. 

Secretaries of State for Women had been introduced by Tony Blair as soon as he became Prime 

Minister in 1997 – the first one being Harriet Harman. More general Equalities work was added to the 

role in 2007 when Harriet Harman returned to the role. They had largely escaped any formal routine 

scrutiny until 2015, when Maria Miller was appointed the first Chair of the Commons Select 

Committee on Women and Equalities. The Committee’s first inquiry was into the issues faced by trans 

people. 

I was fortunate to have been asked to give evidence to the Committee at its first public hearing in 

September 2015, and my specific focus was around hate crime and media reporting. Others gave 

evidence around healthcare and the operation of gender recognition law. The resulting report, 

published at the very start of 2016, laid bare many of the iniquities faced by trans people, sometimes 

at the hand of Government and its agencies. Amongst many recommendations was one to reform the 

Gender Recognition Act, with serious consideration to be given to a self-declaration model. This was 

in line with emerging practice for gender recognition in other countries. 

Any psychiatrist who works in this area will tell you that there is no objective test to determine 

whether the person before them is trans or not. What the medics are primarily looking for is whether 

there is any evidence why the person should not be believed when they say they are trans. Effectively 

they are confirming a self-diagnosis. There is no other way. So the legal requirement for one medical 

diagnosis of gender dysphoria is really one saying a report must be obtained from one of a small 

number of medics which says they agree with the applicant’s self-diagnosis. A self-declaration model 

cuts out the middle man. 

There are other protected characteristics which work on the basis of self-declaration – religion and 

sexuality being two of them. For pregnancy there is an observable test. Race is also observable. Age is 

recognised from documentary evidence. 
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It is worth highlighting at this point that, while there are also calls to reform the medical pathway, 

including some concerns raised with the current treatment protocols in the Select Committee’s report, 

the huge debate across the airways is prompted by the Government’s consultation on changing the 

process for legal recognition. Medical treatment will not change by reform of the Gender Recognition 

Act. As an aside, one of my favourite Parliamentary questions was one by Jess Phillips MP, who asked 

one of the NHS representatives, “what, clinically, does it mean to live as a man or as a woman?” 

It’s also worth noting at this point that other documents used for identity purposes, such as driving 

licences and passports, can be amended far more easily than your birth certificate. Indeed, the 

Registrars Office recommends that birth certificates are not used as proof of identity, because copies 

of certificates are available to any buyer – an opportunity which family history researchers make good 

use of. 

The WESC report came out as the media landscape had 

begun a slow change. Since the 1980s, media coverage 

had become increasingly intrusive and prurient. By the 

time I gave evidence to the first part of the Leveson 

Inquiry into press standards and ethics in 2012, the 

group I represented – called Trans Media Watch – had 

assembled evidence to support our assertion that the 

press generally represented trans people – by which it 

was almost always trans women – as either deviant 

frauds, or as those who deserved their status as targets 

of comedy. Associations with crime were common, as 

was a fascination with before-and-after photos. 

Despite Lord Justice Leveson’s condemnation of how the press treated trans people, it took the death 

of a primary school teacher in early 2013 – a teacher who the press had hounded relentlessly for two 

weeks over the preceding Christmas and New Year break – to cause the industry to undertake a rare 

moment of introspection. The coroner called shame on the press for their part in her death. 

By the time the WESC report was published, the media landscape had shifted mainly to what the press 

liked to call “supportive outings”. The press was full of people who had just come out as trans – such 

as boxing promoter Kellie Maloney and US Olympian Caitlyn Jenner, together with a variety of people 

including a senior BA pilot. There was also some basic reportage of some of the issues trans people 

faced. In 2014 Janice Turner wrote about the tragedy of the high rate of suicides by trans youth, and 

called for them to be listened to and respected so that those appallingly high rates could be reduced. 

But another undercurrent was starting to emerge, something that was given impetus by the BBC 

Woman’s Hour presenter Jenni Murray in early 2017 when she wrote a piece titled “Be trans, be proud 

– but don’t call yourself a real woman”. Given that such thinking invariably leads to calls for the 

removal of existing rights – it’s rarely a simple academic debate taking place in isolation from society 

– trans people became very alarmed very quickly. After all, this was the same thinking that 

underpinned Lord Justice Ormrod’s decision in 1970 – that April Ashley was not a real woman and, in 

his opinion, not a woman at all. 
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In a little under 18 months we saw a wholesale return to the hostile press of yesteryear, but this time 

with piece after piece conflating the Gender Recognition Act with the Equality Act, associating trans 

women with violent crimes and therefore implying that we were a real and present danger to other 

women. The slightest evidence was presented as “the norm”. The press was usualising exceptions. 

The media lapped it up. After all, they fed on controversy, and the public was already getting bored 

with Brexit. Trans people became a useful diversion – debate as spectacle ignoring the impact on 

peoples’ lives. 

Apparently refinements to an administrative process, allowing trans people some level of autonomy 

over their identity, were going to open women’s spaces up to abusive men, ignoring the inconvenient 

truth that men could already gain access to those spaces by other means. Is someone really going to 

go to the expense and inconvenience of gaining gender recognition when they could simply put on 

some overalls and grab a mop? Moreover, if they were to go through a gender recognition process, 

wouldn’t that show both pre-meditation and fraudulent intent, thereby making any penalty they face 

so much worse? In addition, the evidence shows that it is trans women who are most at risk in these 

public spaces. Policing of single-sex spaces by appearance is no better than the old practice of racial 

segregation and will result in the same outrages. Indeed, this is already happening, and one of these 

anti-reform women has called for trans people to be segregated when in a BBC debate with me. This 

is not a benign debate. 

Three trans women died in male prisons at the end of 2015, a situation which caused Her Majesty’s 

Prison and Probation Service to revisit the rules which governed which prison a trans person would 

end up in. It ought to be noted from the outset that there are no facilities within women’s prisons for 

those prisoners who are deemed to be someone at high risk of committing physical abuse. If any 

woman is deemed to be at that level of risk, they will be housed in a men’s prison, irrespective of 

whether they are trans or not. 

The new policy they came up with towards the end of 2016 was based on risk assessment as well as a 

person’s legal status and other supporting evidence. They were aware that prisoners do not tend to 

have all their paperwork in order, so they not only looked to see if the individual had a gender 

recognition certificate, but whether they had changed their name and were known in their gender by 

others. They also looked at the risk that the individual may be to others, as well as the risk that others 

may cause to the individual. 

There was a regular review process scheduled, and it was recognised that any new policy would have 

teething problems. There was a recent outrage with the Karen White case, where a trans women 

sexually abused two other female inmates. HMPPS admitted that the new policy had not been 

correctly followed, and that the case would feed into the next scheduled review. The Ministry of 

Justice is very aware that its old policy was a probable breach of the Equality Act, and while tweaks 

may be made to the current policy, it looks extremely unlikely that a wholesale reversal is on the cards. 

All this press outrage has found its voice based on myths and misunderstandings of the law, some of 

which I’ve highlighted this evening. It gives good copy, in press terms, but it is ultimately dangerous. 

If you don’t look right in someone else’s eyes, you are now more likely to be challenged. Trans women 

have become the unnecessary scapegoat for those few men who will always take opportunities to 

abuse women. Instead of addressing that problem, it has been deflected onto another, vulnerable 

population who do not have a secure route to the media. It’s rather like saying that too many people 

speed on motorways, so a new law will be introduced which restricts all foreign drivers to a maximum 

of 56mph. 
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Despite the growing press clamour, in my cynical political view, Theresa May announced as part of her 

General Election campaign that Government intended to reform the Gender Recognition Act in line 

with the WESC report’s recommendations. It wasn’t the battle the trans community viewed as 

particularly important – issues around accessing timely and appropriate healthcare are far more 

pressing – but it was the battle that was given to us. It was something seen as having cross-party 

support and a relatively small technical change. The then equalities secretary Justine Greening 

reiterated in July 2017 that a consultation would be held. We then had a hiatus while Government 

worked through equalities secretaries. 

Greening left the post and the cabinet in January 2018, after declining another position. She was 

replaced by Amber Rudd, who resigned a little under 4 months later over the Windrush scandal. Rudd 

was replaced by Penny Mordaunt who, as Secretary of State for International Development was 

understood to have a bit more space on her desk than a Home Secretary. Mordaunt announced that 

the consultation was about to be launched in early July 2018, thereby ending the vacuum which had 

led to so much confusion and hate, despite repeated Government announcements that the Equality 

Act was not up for review. 

The consultation closed in October 2018, and initial figures indicate that over 100,000 responses were 

received – a significant number more than Government was expecting. This obviously increases the 

workload in analysing the responses, which Government is now doing. We are hoping for its report, 

together with some kind of Government response, at the beginning of Pride season this July. 

Apart from self-declaration, there were two other key questions in the consultation: 

The first was around recognition of a non-binary status. Non-binary people are those who don’t see 

themselves as exclusively male or exclusively female. Although the term non-binary only emerged 

blinking into the public gaze around 2006, the concept has been around for much, much longer. 

English law is, like most other jurisdictions, very strongly gendered. The Marriage (Same Sex Couples) 

Act required review of and changes to around 400 other pieces of legislation. The estimate is that ten 

times that number of laws would be affected by the introduction of a non-binary gender option. It’s 

worth stating that English law doesn’t make any distinction between sex and gender, nor does it 

assume that either are immutable. 

Gender markers get everywhere. I mentioned earlier that UK driving licences identify someone’s 

gender, if you know where to look. I’m not sure why driving licences need to identify whether 

someone is male or female, but they do. The argument for including gender markers on passports has 

been that they give necessary and useful security advice, as if breaking the population down into two 

roughly equal halves is more useful to spooks than a more granular analysis such as eye colour or 

height. 

Provision has been made for X markers on passports since the Second World War. Officials processing 

large numbers of asylum applications from refugees didn’t have the time to work out whether an 

unfamiliar name indicated if someone was male or female. Even some English names, like Hilary, Sam, 

Kim or Nick don’t clarify in and of themselves if the holder is male or female. As a result, many people 

ended up with an X marker in their official papers – X meaning unspecified. 

There has been a long campaign to get X markers onto UK passports which, despite pressure in the 

courts, our Government has resisted. Some other jurisdictions have started to do this, so far with no 

ill effect. But the reason our Government relied on last year, and somehow won the case with, was 

that it would cost too much to amend their systems to put X markers on passports. 
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There is another question around how many people would take this option up. After all, it will 

immediately out someone, and some countries will not look favourably on such a marker nowadays. 

For some trans people, the arrival of your appropriate gendered passport is an incredibly affirming 

experience. However, the liberal in me believes that the gender marker should be up to the individual, 

and that the Government should not restrict this choice without good reason. In my view, cost is never 

a good reason to overrule someone’s human or civic rights. 

So, non-binary people want legal recognition that they are not male nor female. Some non-binary 

people see themselves as trans, others do not. Some non-binary people seek medical intervention, 

others do not. Indications are that the non-binary people, so far largely invisible, is at least as large as 

the trans population – admitting that some people will necessarily be in both. 

The question is what rights should apply to those people who have non-binary gender status. Because 

of the highly gendered nature of our law, it needs to know what should happen to non-binary peoples’ 

pension contributions and payouts, or access to single-sex spaces, or marriage laws. We know there’s 

a hole there. We just don’t know yet how it should be filled without just paying lip service to 

someone’s identity. One suggestion is that the individual retains all their existing rights and 

responsibilities. Another is that Government gives recognition and a commitment to amend all 

gendered laws within the following ten years. 

The second, and perhaps more controversial and sensitive, 

key question regards gender recognition and children. 

Currently you have to be 18 before you can apply for gender 

recognition. An increasing number of teenagers are coming 

out as trans and non-binary. It’s important that we keep this 

in perspective. An average year sees 800,000 births in the UK. 

The total number currently on the sole specialist provider of 

NHS healthcare for trans people under 18 is around two and half thousand, out of a total population 

of around ten and a half million children between the ages of 5 and 18. 

Research has shown that many trans people have a sense of themselves as trans from early childhood, 

except we don’t often have the language to express it at that age. This shouldn’t be surprising as one’s 

sense of gender seems to develop at around the age of 3. The median age of trans people becoming 

aware seems to be around 7, with people generally discovering the language and now the possibilities 

in early teenage years. Trans people don’t just emerge like butterflies from cocoons at the age of 18. 

I certainly knew by the time I was 7, and quite possibly before I was 5. However, knowing something 

is not the same as either understanding it or accepting it. That took another 35 years for me. 

But our society now is very different from how society was in the 1970s. Lord Justice Ormrod’s decision 

wasn’t perhaps that surprising in that context. Indeed many trans people I know who openly identified 

as trans in those years were subjected to conversion or corrective therapy, often of quite a brutal kind. 

It simply wasn’t very safe to be trans then. 

Even if the media understanding hasn’t progressed much since then, both medicine and the law have, 

thankfully, and that has had some effect on our society. As a result, it is unsurprising that more trans 

people are coming forwards in their childhood or teenage years. Again, research shows convincingly 

that acting with compassion in an affirming manner reduces the mental health issues experienced by 

trans youth to something approaching the national average. 
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It’s important to note here that being trans is not a mental illness. Government has recognised this 

since 2002. What does cause mental illness is the stress of trying to fit into and work around a society 

which doesn’t want to understand or adapt. One of the primary causes of depression is feeling that 

you have no control. 

Treatment for those children who identify as trans pre-puberty is simply social integration – name 

changes and incorporation within the appropriately gendered facilities at school, home and clubs. 

Medication isn’t offered until puberty starts, and then it is hormone blockers. These chemicals, which 

are not hormones, simply inhibit cells ability to act on estrogen or testosterone, and it has so far shown 

to be completely reversible treatment. Indeed these drugs have been used for years to treat 

precocious puberty. While there may be some theoretical risks which exercise some medics, there has 

been no research done on those risks, and parents most commonly report happier children. The 

shame is that so many children and families have to fight for this treatment. 

Cross-sex hormones, like gender affirming surgeries, are rarely offered to those under 18, and almost 

never to those under 15. When you hear about treatment being offered to 5 year olds, please 

remember that all this entails is being called an appropriate name and dressing in an appropriate 

manner. No medication is involved whatsoever at that stage. 

I have to say that I am usually in awe of the confidence shown by children who come out as trans. 

While I know, having seen my two children who are now in their 20s, that this new generation has a 

huge amount of self-confidence, I also know how much it must take to stand up to the adults around 

you and say that they’re wrong, not you. 

The lack of legal gender recognition for under 18s forces these people to go through applications for 

jobs, apprenticeships and universities ticking, what is for them, the wrong gender box, even if their 

name has been legally changed. They then face the process of changing everything over should they 

gain gender recognition, and doing so often in a new environment. This is a daunting prospect at the 

best of times. So from a humane perspective, it would seem easier to allow them to gain gender 

recognition at an earlier age. 

Again other jurisdictions are ahead of us. Norway has changed its law so that children as young as 6 

can gain gender recognition with parental consent. Scotland and Ireland are considering proposals to 

reduce the age from 18, probably to 16, possibly younger. 

And what’s interesting about these other jurisdictions, which also have moved self-declaration 

models, is that none of the issues raised in the current UK debate have come to pass. Men are not 

abusing the system. The question needs to be asked – why do these women think that English men 

would be so much worse behaved than men elsewhere in the world? 

For some the fear is that these children are too young to know their minds. What happens if they 

change their minds? Yet our academic system is relentless in forcing children to choose their future 

career or direction, often from the age of 13. We don’t have any qualms in letting children choose 

their religion. This particular argument is in danger of ending up with the position whereby any form 

of gender recognition is anathema. As a tweet I liked yesterday said, “’Teaching kids about LGBT+ 

people will turn them gay.’ By that logic, maybe we should stop teaching them about dinosaurs as 

well, just in case…” 
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There is a more fundamental issue at play here – why is gender recorded in many of these systems? I 

mentioned earlier that UK driving licences have a gender marker on them, if you know where to look. 

I have been puzzled for years why DVLC needs to know someone’s gender. Our society is slowly 

dismantling many of the barriers for women – we are becoming less gendered, more equal. Sure, 

there’s a requirement to be able to monitor this, but what are we wanting to monitor – some pure 

statistic which still counts me as male for gender pay gap purposes, or one which recognises that I 

may also be affected adversely because I am perceived as female? 

When Nicky Morgan was both equalities secretary and education secretary, she was asked why gender 

was a prerequisite for exam entry. Her response was entirely about monitoring progress. Don’t get 

me wrong – gender is important, but surely it’s not the only thing that we need to know about exam 

entries. Why, then, aren’t we asking for socio-economic information or religion or race or disability on 

these same exam entry forms? This seems like a lazy defence based on what people are used to rather 

than thinking what is it that we actually need. 

We are already used to filling in diversity forms which ask all these kinds of questions, so if the purpose 

is really equalities monitoring rather than trying to police gender or use dubious security arguments, 

why not be honest about it? 

But gender differences in law are slowly being removed. Pension differences now only apply if you’re 

over a certain age. There are now no gender restrictions on getting married, although there are small 

differences in the type of marriage you can enter depending on the gender of the participants. Prison 

admittance is done primarily on a risk basis, with the default position being based on gender. Even the 

Crown, after Prince William presumably succeeds to the throne, will now go to the eldest child. 

Don’t underestimate the internal pressure felt by many trans people who do not have gender 

recognition when faced by a gender field on a box. Is this a legal question or a diversity one? Are there 

going to be any penalties if I’m suspected of ticking the “wrong” box? 

There is also huge affirmation when the state officially recognises you as the gender you are. Most 

trans people simply want to blend in, live their lives in peace. Many of us find ourselves forced to be 

campaigners and activists simply by being who we are, but we generally don’t want to cause problems. 

There are still a few areas of law where gender remains important. While the Crown will become 

gender blind, most other titles won’t be for inheritance purposes. An issue as old as time, as Ewan 

Forbes-Sempill demonstrated in the 1960s. 

It’s partly this cost-benefit analysis – that the cost of going through the current process outweighs the 

benefits of achieving gender recognition – which prevents many trans people from going through it. 

Last year’s Government LGBT Survey, which again had over 100,000 lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans 

respondents, showed that, of those trans people who were aware of gender recognition but hadn’t 

yet applied, 93% would do if the process was simpler and respected their autonomy. 

Who knows you better than you know yourself? Can you imagine putting yourself at the mercy of 

people you will never meet who will determine whether you are real enough to be worthy of gender 

recognition? How would you feel if they questioned it, or came to the wrong decision? 

When people speak about trans rights, it gives the impression that trans people are wanting more for 

themselves than other people. It’s a flawed impression. We are wanting the same autonomy as 

everyone else. We are wanting control over own lives, in the same way that others have control over 

theirs. We are wanting to end the uncertainty, the stress and the fear. As I said to Leveson in 2012, 

we are wanting to be treated the same as everyone else. Trans people are people first and foremost. 


